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An Australian wide company with offices in Brisbane, Canberra, Gold Coast and growing. 

• info@BiTQ.com.au • BiTQ.com.au 

A single view of the customer- Education 

The Problem 
The client, a long-established Education provider, had multiple sources of student data that required streamlining to 

be reported upon. They had varying legacy systems running alongside recently introduced data management facilities, 

all of which required transforming into a single source of data. This, in conjunction with the need to be able to 

accurately compare their data with their peers, the broader education system, and then publish this data to the boards 

and parents alike, meant that the insights required to be created, had to be simple, accurate and effective in portraying 

the message. 

The Solution  
BiTQ were engaged to delve deep into the legacy systems and understand what was required for the future of the 

education sector, whilst effectively integrating the recently introduced programs. 

BiTQ also suggested that the data being provided, required to be more intuitive. For example, a traffic light system that 

gave a high-level view of the data compared to the local or national picture, did not dive deep enough to be useful. 

BiTQ created a more in-depth analysis of the data, to ensure that when a red light was raised, it had merit and had 

been truly compared to other sources of data, thus, the necessary steps could be implemented in order to affect the 

changes required. 

The Outcome 
The client ultimately, moved from a cumbersome, time consuming, manually intensive set of reports, to a dashboard 

based, live reporting tool that enabled them to accurately report to board members, education facilitators and parents 

alike. The systems created, allowed for an accurate and detailed overview of all sources of data, managed centrally, 

for all to use as their roles within the business required.  
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Technical Details 
BiTQ analysed the source data to identify entity relationships. With the entity relationships mapped, BiTQ then 

designed and built a data vault model data warehouse. The data vault model provides an efficient storage layer that 

enables fast data loading. It is also extremely agile, allowing business areas to be added when available / ready. 

BiTQ built the data warehouse and all of the ETL routines required to support it, and then designed a presentation layer 

using a Kimball style dimensional model optimised for reporting. 

BiTQ developed a deduplication process to enable our client to access a single view of parent and family details across 

the two distinct business unit datasets. This enabled the client to develop a consolidated approach to communications 

and invoicing. 

BiTQ developed various reports for the client, including Debtors reports, to allow the identification and management 

of family accounts, student placemat reporting for student and class performance overviews, and school shop sales & 

stock levels, amongst others. 

 


